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ARCHAEOLOGICALLY
DEFINING THE EARLIER
GARDEN LANDSCAPES AT
MORVEN: PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
Anne E. Yentsch, Naomi F. Miller, Barbara Paca,
and Dolores Piperno

The first phase of archaeology at Moroen was
designed to test the potential for further study of
the ear(v garden landscape at a ca. 1758 house
in Princeton, New jersey. The research included
intensive botanical analysis using a · varieO' of
archaeobotanical techniques integrated within a
broader ethnobotanical framework. A study was
also made of the garden's topography using map
analysis combined with subsurface testing Information on garden features related to the design
of earlier garden surfaces suggests the ways in
which the Stockton family manipulated their estate to convey social image of the family to the
local Princeton community. This, in tum, provides information that, when combined with collateral ethnographic information obtained from
documents, suggests the symbolic content of the
garden.

a

Le premier phase d'arcbeologie a Moroen ete
proJete examine le potential pour autre etudes
du ancien Jardin-paysage a ·une maison du
1758 a Princeton, New jersey. La recherche a
compris !'analyse ethnobotanique intensif qui a
utilisee urie variete des techniques archeobotaniques lesquels sont integrfis a une strategie eth'
nobotanique plus grande. Une etude de la topof::,Iraphie du Jardin ere fait aussi. Jl a utilise
!'analyse des cartes et les sondages souterrain.
Des renseignements des traites du Jardin relatif
au dessein des anciens surfaces dit Jardin illustre _la far;on dont la famille Stockton a manipulee leur domain afin de communiquer une image social de la famille a la societe tout pres de
Princeton. Cela, foumie des renseignements qui,
combinee avec les renseignements ethnographiques collateral foumie par la recherche
documentaire, laissent supposer le contenu symbolique du Jardin.

1

Introduction

Situated on the old Stockton property in Princeton, New jersey, Historic Morven is a newly organized state museum for cultural history and
the decorative arts administered by the New Jersey State Museum, a division of the Department
of State. The muse.um's study of the· 18th-century
cultural landscape created by Richard and Annis
Stockton, its rearrangement by their son and
· gr51ndson, and its subsequent evolution is gradually providing information about the Stocktons'
use of their family land and about the lifestyles of
New]ersey's political elite. The researc_h focus is
on past social action, i.e., on the way households
created formal landscapes surrounding their
family homes that, while decorative and functional, also served as visual signs to the commu. nity of the social position of the family. A major
emphasis of the study is the tension between the
aesthetic. organization of Morven's landscape
and its functional organization as an income-producing landed estate, and how this tension· between form and function was resolved by each
. generation.
Conceived as an endeavor in garden archaeology, the work described here is humanistic;
knowledge of social context and historical precedent is seen as critical to analysis of the garden's various forms and functions over its 230year history. In essence the study is about the
relationship between people and their plants,
particularly those plants one might best classify
as ornamental (i.e., plants whose symbolic or
non-food roles are as important or more impor- ·
tant than their role in the food chain).
Today, Morven consists of a three-story central
brick block with two two-story wings and has the
guise of Georgian symmetry (FIG. 1). This is the
result of mid-19th-century renovations (Albee
1988). The original house was started ca. 1758 by
Richard Stockton, a signer of the Declaration of
Independence for the State of New Jersey. Archaeological evidence indicates that it, too, was a
house of Georgian symmetry with a central
bloc;k and two balanced wings and that the
present structure incorporates the original foundations of the earlier building inside its 19thcentury footprint (Yenl-;ch, Goodwin, and
Kratzer 1988). Morven was occupied for almost
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Figure 1. Morven, the former New Jersev ROvernor's mansion and home of Richard Stockton, a signer of the Declaration
of Independence. Photograph by Marty O'Grady.
·

175 years by the Stockton family, in the 1930s botany, and historical ethnography) with field
and 1940s by Robert Wood Johnson of Johnson .archaeology and garden history. Consultants
& Johnson, and since 1944 by successive gover- with training in each of these areas are members
nors of the State of New Jersey (TAB. 1).. It was of the research team. The preliminary results regiven to the State by Governor and Mrs. Walter . ported here are part of the first phases of the
Edge in 1951 to serve as an executive mansion or search for the ca. 1760 garden (FIG. 2). As part
as a state museum or historic site. It is now ad- of this research, the. landscape archaeologists
ministered as a museum of cultural history by have also been asked to delineate the developthe New';ersey State Museum, a division of the ment of the garden over time. Compare, for exDepartment of State, and houses the Walter ample, Figure 2 with Commodore Stockton's
Foran Institute for the Study of New Jersey his- garden as shown in Figure 3. Graphic interpretory.
tations such as these are prepared so that visitors
The overall approach instigated by the New to Morven can (a) see how the past is incorpoJersey State Museum is interdisciplinary; archi7 rated into the present landscape; (b) understand
tectural historians from the North Atlantic His- the process whereby people introduce culture
toric Preservation Center of the National Park change into their built environment; and (c) exService in Boston and local historians working perience the preservation· process in . action
for Heritage Studies; Inc., are undertaking the (Yamin 1988). A public interpretation program
architectural (Albee 1988) and the historical sur- ha'i been designed by Dr. Rebecca Yamin using
veys (Greiff 1988). The archaeological approach Archaeology in Annapolis as a guide (Leone
also integrates the different foci within anthro- . 1983; Potter and Leone 1987). Funcling for Morpology (i.e., the subfields of oral history, ethnoc ven's restoration is provided by state and private
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Table 1. Ownership and occupational sequence for
Morven.
1754-(1781)*
-1789
1789-(1828)t
-1837
1837-1866
1866-1869
1869-1890
1890-1904

1904-1928

1928-1945
1945-1953
1953'-l981

Richard Stockton
Richard "The Duke" Stockton
Commodore Robert Field
Stockton
Children of Robert F. Stockton
Samuel Witham Stockton
Dr. Charles Shields (owner)
Bayard Stockton and Helen
Hamilton Shield~ Stockton
(occupants)
Helen H. S. Stockton ( occupant and part owner)
Bayard Jr. and Richard
Stockton (part owners)
Robert Wood Johnson (tenant)
Governor Walter Edge
State of New Jersey Governor's
Mansion
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the William Paca garden in Annapolis, Maryl(!nd,
in 1967, and with William Kelso's work at Monticello, Virginia. Noting that it is indispensable
for the reconstmction or restoration of any historic site, Audrey Noel Hume (1974: 7) also specified how garden archaeology differs from architecturally oriented excavations:
The archaeological excavation of a garden calls
for a degree of skill and perception far exceeding
that required of an archaeologist uncovering the
foundations of a building. The area to be explored
will almost certainly be larger; at the same time the
number of datable artifacts recovered from the relevant features will be woefully small, and inclement
weather will, in spite of the most careful precau:
tions, do infinitely more damage to the transitory
. remains of a garden than to those of a house.

Since excavating large formal gardens also
seems to bring out the best of a historical archaeologist's craft and ingenuity, technique
alone is not the reason why so few gardens have
· *Date Richard Stockton died. Annis Stockton retained control of the
been excavated to date. Instead, the length of
property until her eldest son, Richard, came of age and married
time
and the labor costs required to carefully·
(1789).
excavate large areas are probably the fac;tors
·tDate Richard Stockton "The Duke" died. His .widow lived at Morven · most responsible for the small number of garuntil her death in 1837 at which time the eldest surviving son, Comdens that have been fully studied. The low level
modore Stockton, took control of the property.
of federal research funding available to historical
archaeologists has also played its role; no garden
has been studied as a pure archaeological research endeavor. Primarily, garden archaeology
is done on an applied basis by archaeologists on
museum staffs using small field crews ancl!or
field schools and volunteers, or by professional
funds. Plans for its restoration include work on consultants hired on a contract basis who, if they
the house and work on the land based on the are associated with local colleges arid universiarchitectural study and the garden archaeology. ties, may be able to establish field schools. In
other words, most garden archaeology falls
more within the domain ofhistoric preservation
Garden Archaeology
than within the domain of anthropological inGarden archaeology is a derivative of larger . quiry.
landscape analyses pioneered by the British after·
With the exception of Leone's materialist analWorld War II (Fowler 1972): Logically, this was ysis of Maryland gardens (Leone 1987), few garextended in Britain to the study of English gar- dens have been excavated using an ethnographdens (Taylor 1983). In this country, garden ar- ically oriented framework. That is to say, there is
chaeology began in Williamsburg, Virginia, with · little or no consideration of context-"the
the search for the Governor's Palace in 1930-31 framework of meaning within which individuals
and with the partial excavation of john Custis' act, and the situated improvisations which make
garden by Ivor Noel Hume in 1964 and of the up daily life" (Hodder 1987: 425). Although no
gardens afCarter's Grove in 1968, with work. at formal gardens in New England have yet been
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Figure 2. Garden and architectural features associated with Richard and Annis Stockton's household, ca. 1760-1790.
Drawing by Conrad M. Goodwin.
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Figure 3. Garden and architectural features associated with Commodore Robert Field Srockton's household, ca. 1837-1866.
Drawing by Conrad M. Goodwin.
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excavated, New England archaeologists have arid parking lot), ·the situation at Morven is
long been concerned with both the arrangement slightly more complex. The greater complexity
of features on house lots and with the timing of is introduced by the modifications to the . lot
landscape alterations, i.e., with the way these made by Richard Stockton's son (krlown as "The
mesh with social events in the life cycle of the Duke"), by Commodore Robert Field Stockton,
family (cf. Beaudry 1986; Beaudry and Mrozow- and by Helen Hamilton Shields Stockton (TAB. 1,
·ski 1987b). Such a focus emphasizes context. FIG. 4). Across the entire site features associated
The work conducted in central Massachusetts by with Robert . and Helen. Stockton's gardens
the research staff of Old Sturbridge Village (Sim- directly overlie those of the earliest garden,
mons and Stachiw 1988; Small and Stachiw n.d.; cutting into and lessening both its archaeologiWorrell ·1980, 1988; Worrell, Stachiw, and Sim- cal visibility and focus. Methodologically, it has
mons n.d.) and in the Connecticut River Valley been possible to sharpen the focus of these
by Paynter (1982), together with the work of early features by using a recording system that
Reinke and Paynter (1984) at Historic Deerfield, · translates every depth record into an aboveis noteworthy in this regard. Beaudry and Mro- sea-level (ASL) measurement and by using these
zowskCs study of the Bbott Mills also paid close measurements to establish separate depth
attention to changes in the land, incorporating rang~s across the garden for each of its different
fine-grained botanical analyses within a contex- phases. The feasibility of this approach is based
tual approach (Beaudry 1989; Beaudry and Mro- on the fact that the bank<> of terraces that formed
zowski 1987a, 1987b; see.also Fisher and Kelso 18th-century descent gardens were horizontal
1987). The goal at Morven is to make context levels into which vertical masses (i.e., plantings)
essential to the analysis by relating change in the were placed. St. Clair Wright notes that this use
garden to social action and family events.
of terracing provided a habitat more beneficial
The garden archaeology program at Morven to plant growth than the slope gardening that
also draws heavily on the experience of workers would have been required were terraces not
at the William Paca garden (Paca-Steele and constructed (St. Clair Wright, personal commuWright 1983, 1985, 1987) and the Calvertsite in nication). At Morven, alteration of the terraces
Annapolis (Miller 1988a; Yentsch 1988a, 1988d, and south yard was accomplished primarily by
19S9) and Mount Clare in Baltimore, Maryland filling rather than by cutting away soil layers.
(Akerson, Holt, · and Williams 1986; Norman -While ~his created complex stratigraphic se- ·
1985a, 1985b, 1985c; Weber.l986, 1988; Weber et quences, it also preserved large segments of the
a!. 1989), at Monticello (Kelso 1983, 1984, 1989), original garden landscape ..
Bacon's Castle (Luccketti 1986a, 1986b, 1989),.
How did the Morven staff begin to read the
and Colonial Williamsburg (A. Noel Hume 1974; garden landscape? It required.some special tech:
I. Noel Hume 1974; Edwards 1986) in Virginia.
niques. Extant vegetation, natural terrain, and loThe emphasis on ethnobotanical research is a cal environment provided a. baseline. Cultural
result ofthe advice of St. Clair Wright of Historic elements that were imposed on the land had to
Annapolis, Inc., who knew from the restoration be considered. These included physical strucof the William Paca garden in the 1960s that tures (e.g., roads, paths, ponds, parterres, and
much useful information could be obtained buildings), conceptual structures (e.g., vistas, acfrom archaeology with a botanical focus. Horti- cess routes, and boundaries), and other traces of
cultural elements of the restored Annapolis gar- earlier human activity (e.g., old ground surfaces,
den include species of trees, woody samples of . ground coverings, trees, and other plantings).
which were identified; the basic design of the There is no precise order that should be folgarden, including its brick and stone fencing, lowed in their study. At the start Morven's expond, and terracing, was also revealed during cavation was guided by information in the
excavation (Little 1967; Paca 1981).
historical record, but as work progressed, arAlthough the William Paca garden was hidden chaeological findings prompted numerous remore fully than Morven's garden by 19th- and finements. The testing began with a vegetation .
20th-century buildings (including a bus station survey, a topographic study, and test units to de- .
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17lS4-1789

1837-1866

Richard & Annis (Boudlnot) Stockton

Commodore Robert F. & Harriet

7

Maria (Potter) Stockton
A. NUClear tamuy

Julia (1759; married 1777)
Mary (1761; married 1794)
Susan (1761; married c. 1780-90)
Richard (1764; married 1789)
Lucius Horatio (1768; married c. 1790-95)
Ab)gall ( 1773; married c.1790-95)
B. Extended househoJd
Richard's siblings
1
Afro-American slaves (3 or more)
c. seasonal Vlstors
Julia Stockton Rush
Children of Julia Stockton Rush
Richard died at Morven in 178 L
Annis died at White Hall (Burlington) in 1801.

1789-1837
Richard & Mary (Field) Stockton
A. Nuclear famUy

Mary Field (1790; married c. 1810-1820)••
Richard (1791; died 1827)
Julia (1793; married.c. 1813-1823
Robert Field (1795.; married 1823)
Horatio (1797; died 1815)
Caroline (1799; married 1820)
Samuel Witham (1801; married 1833)
William Bradford (1802; died 1843)
Arin1s (1804; married 1826)
B. Extended househoJd
Widow Annis Boudiriot Stockton (1789-?)
Widow Mary Field (1790- 1800?)
Servants and Afro-American slaves
C. Seasonal Vlstors
· Julia Stockton Rush
Children of Julia Stockton Rush
Richard died in 1828, and Mary died in 1837 at
Morven
""The widow Mary Field.Harrison lived with
her mother at Morven c. 1830-1840 (Greiff
1988).

A. Nuclear.~-

·

Richard (1824; married 1850)
John Potter (1825; married 1845)
Catherine (1827; married 1850)
Mary (1830; married 1850)
Robert Field (1832; married 1857)
Harriet Maria (1834; died 1901)
Julia (1837; married 1861)
Caroline (1839; married 1864)
Annis (1843; married 1864)
B. Extended househoJd
Mrs. Stockton's "Mammy"
Afro-American slaves (3 or morel
Free Afro-Americans (5 or morel
Irish maid servants (5 or more)
Cmdr. Stockton died at Morven in 1866.
Harriet M. Stockton died in 1862.
1~1890

Samuel w. & Sarah (Hodge) Stockton
A. Nuclear family

Charles H ..
Richard
Mary H.
Sarah B.
David H.
Katherine
Annis
Samuel
Samuel d. 1899. 9_years after sale of Morven.

1890-1928
Bayard & Helen Hamilton (Shields) Stockton
A. Nuclear famUy_twith aunt/step-mother)

Bayard Jr. (1884; died 1912)
Richard (1885; married 1910)

·
·

Figure 4. Household chan: sequence of Morven households with birth and marriage dates for children denoting when
each family grew (i.e., births) and when it contracted (i.e., marriage and/or death dates). Data are derived from published
·
Stockton genealogies and unpublished data in the New Jersey Historical Society.
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15
l2

10

5

·1
0
Post 1930

1890-1930

1865-1890

1835-1865

1790-1835

1760-1790

Estimated planting years grouped by household era

Figure 5. Trees at Morven grouped according to the eras associated with the.
different households shown in Figure 4.

termine whether archaeological features and closeness to the surface of even the earliest garearlier strata still existed in an undisturbed state. den layers combined with normal seed migraOf particular interest were features that would tion depths; and (2) the fact that those sealed
yield archaeobotanical evidence of long-dead deposits that were located were protected by 6plants and trees. While it is possible to identify 18 in (15.2-45.7 em) of new garden soil rather
plants that the Stocktons likely grew at Morven than by brick rubble that could retard downward
based on general knowledge of 18th- and 19th- seed percolation. As a consequence, uncharred
century botany, and while in a few cases it is plant remains such as chickweed and careven possible to know the identity of specific · petweed dominate the site's flotation samples.
plants (particularly from letters to and from An- These weeds grow profusely on the property tonis Stockton), more "hard evidence" is required day, and the· uncharred remains are considered
to .recreate a historical garden. Archaeobotany recent (Miller 1988b, 1989).
The other ethnobotanical techniques used to
has the. potential to reveal the former presence
of and, at times, to indicate the placement and study the historic plants at Morven inCluded phyidentity of specific types of plants. Ethnobota- tolith analysis, a program of tree:coring, and a
nists use three. different methods of identifying vegetation survey. Although the survey and corarchaeologically obtained plant materials: phyto- ing were time-consuming processes, both have
lith analysis; pollen analysis; and identification of proved extremely useful. · They were nonseeds and nuts obtained through flotation. Sed- destructive of archaeological resources, and they
iment samples for pollen, macro-plant remains, provided information useful for evaluating arand phytoliths were taken from features associ- chaeobotanical remains. They enabled the eth- ·
ated with the garden landscape and from control nobotanist 'to begin identifying, mapping, and
units during the testing program. Pollen was dating the extant garden component<; and to bepresent in insufficient quantities to justify iden~ gin dividing these into sequences of growth or
landscape modification associated with the varitifiCation (Kelso 1988).
In studying a garden, it is critical to know what . ous histori!=al households that lived on the site
constitutes a good context for garden seed re- (FIG. s; see also FIG. 4).
covery (i.e., for the recovery of old uncharred
joan Lee Faust (1987: 69) reviews the difficulseed remains). Since no substantial sealed 18th- ties of garden restoration: "[Garden restoration]
or 19th-century deposits have been located, the includes far more than putting back what is be-·.
excavation still yields only recent materials. This lieved to have been planted there. Garden reis a consequence of two factors: ( 1) the overall storers deal with an organic topic and nature is
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never the same from one year to the next. Plants these structures) and who shared in the daily
mature and die and are replaced." A garden activities· associated with the sphere of household production (i.e., tasks associated with social
landscape is ever-changing.
What Faust did not acknowledge in her short sustenance-eating, sleeping, resting, leisure
review, and perhaps did not realize, is that it is . -and reproduction of the family unit as well-as
not just the plants associated with a garden that the economic activities needed to sustain it).
mature, die, and are replaced. This is also true of This definition is broader than Laslett uses (1972:
the households and families who maintain a gar- 24) and more in accord with the one used by
den. Study of their social behavior must be inte- Wilk and Rathje .(1982) and Beaudry (1984). Of
grated with the archaeological findings before a concern is the ability to extend the definition to
detailed ethnographic description can be written include those servants and slaves who resided in
of the people who created, maintained, and al- nearby quarters at plantations or other servants
tered the garden. Understanding the relation- or slaves who slept in barns, kitchens, work
ship between people and thefr plants as it was houses, etc., but were also involved with houseexpressed in a Princeton garden throughout its hold production on an estate. The use of this
18th- and 19th-century existence is as much his- . procedure in studying archaeological features
torical anthropology as it is historical archaeol- and deposits is reviewed by Beaudry (1988):
A family is not necessarily a household (alogy. One means of combining the two approaches-anthropological and archaeological though it may be) because family membership is
-is by conceiving of the garden as representing derived through kinship ties whereas memberthe work of a series of related households and ship in a household is not. An example drawn
casting each garden sequence against knowl- from the history of the Stockton women illusedge of the people who formed it and their in- trates this. Julia Stockton Rush remained a Stockdividual family cycles.
· ton after she married Benjamin Rush and moved
to Philadelphia. Annis Boudinot Stockton remained
a Stockton while she boarded with a loThe Social Context
cal Princeton family in her widowhood. Neither
At Morven, the people who maintained the were members of the Stockton household durgardens were different members of five Stockton ing the years they lived away from Morven. Conhouseholds (FIG. 4). The New Jersey State Mu- versely, during the months Julia's son lived with
seum's.goal is to find archaeological and docu- his grandmother, he became a member of the .
mentary evidence of how the lifestyles of each Morven household. At all times the cognatic ties
generation varied to determine how their house- between these individuals made them part of the
holds reflected the cultural values of the time, same family and operated irrespective of spatial
and to see in what ways these values show evi- separation.
dence of change or stability as expressed in the
Fam,ilies and households change with time.
material domain of daily life. This should appear They pass through developmental cycles (Goody
in the evidence of the way each generational 1972) that are best defined in colonial society in
branch of the Stockton family managed theiJ; association with change in nuclear families. They
land, especially the grounds surrounding the expand and contract, placing different demands
dwelling where the ornamental and food gar- on a home and affecting the artifact assemblages
dens would have been.
created from domestic refuse. With the death of
This aspect of the study differentiates between both mother and father, a family comes to the
the Stocktons as a sequence of related families end of its developmental cycle. Beaudry's 1988
and the Stockton households associated with review of the literature indicates that significant·
each distinct set of property owners. A house- phases of a household's developmental cycle
hold is composed of the people, not necessarily may be reflected by changes in the archaeologrelated by kinship ties, who occupied any given ical record of a domestic lot A home and its lot
domestic site (i.e., house, adjacent outbuildings, are particularly vulnerable to change when
and the external yard space associated with properry ownership changes, whether through
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were alternatively viewed as "collections of
plants and as artistic compositions" ·(Brookes
1984: 29) through which people expressed their·
skill with plants.
Eighteenth-century men demonstrated their
superior knowledge, gardening expertise, love
of nature, and alliance with nature by cultivating
new and exotic plants just as their medieval predecessors had done. If, as oral tradition relates,
Richard and Annis Stockton did plant horse
chestnut trees in 18th-century Princeton, then.
these trees would have been perceived a.'i exotic
species and hence would represent a continuaHistorical Precedent for th~ Garden
tion of the medieval garden tradition of collectTo trace the change in Morven's ·gardens, a ing plants, ordinary and extraordinary. Later
baseline is necessary. First, the Stockton gardens Stockton households also planted non-inwere a New World adaptation of an Old World digenous speCies in their ornamental garden at
practice. To understand how Richard and Annis Morven, importing some from France and England and obtaining others in this country. One
St~xkton designed their garden, it must be
placed in the tradition of English gardens and example is a sweet· buckeye (Aescuius octanEnglish norms used as the initial standard for dra) planted during the era of Richard 'The
considering its organization. This is being done Duke" in the early 19th century, one of the oldby considering the historical precedents for (a) est trees within the present bounds of the front ·
plant use and (b) the design and topography of yard. This tree, native to southwestern Pennsylvania and similar regions, was first brought to
the garden.
the attention of settlers in 1785 by an explorer in
the Allegheny Mountains (Hedrick 1950: 92). Its
Gardens as Collections of Plants
natural range does not extend to central New ,
Brookes (1984: 29) notes that ''in medieval jersey.
As knowledge of botany developed and was
Europe a garden meant an enclosure, a sanctu- ·
.ary from the wilderness of nature, connected a.~ dispersed, plants that once were curiosities bemuch with the production of food and medicinal came commonplace and, in the metaphodcal
herbs as with enjoyment." Medieval English gar- language of plants, the symbolic importance of
dens were a cultural expression of English men's · individual species shifted. Their placement in
and women's profound love of nature and inter- the symbolic plant hierarchy shifted because
est in plants, based on a world view in which their cultivation no longer denoted any degree
pla'nts had deep symbolic meaning correspond- of extraordinary horticultural skill and/or coning to the ·structure and behavior of society trol of scarce resources by their owner. Citrus
(Foucault 1973; Thomas 1983). These medieval plants, fo~ example, were replaced by pineapgardens set the cultural framework for future . ples as the high-status fruit tree of the 18th cenEnglish gardens which continued to be places tury and, over the years, gillyflowers, tulips, holwhere new plants could be introduced and de- lyhocks, auriculas, and ranunculus successively
veloped. Because horticultural skill was involved lost favor. Pretehtious landowners planted trees
in the introduction and development of non-in- that grew quickly or bought "quicksets" at ours-·
digenous species and in the development of ad- eries, altering their plant stock to suit changing
ditional domesticated species, this pursuit was fashions. While one might gain immediate Status
an apt way for members of an agrarian society to by planting rare or exotic species, aged trees
demons.trate botanical expertise and access to were highly valued, and a man who could grow
' scarce resources. Such attributes set some men and maintain a. series of rare trees for a nurriber
above others in a community. In this, gardens of years demonstrated greater skill and had ·
inheritance or purchase. Frequently, rich sealed
archaeological deposits are created at such periods as when ,wells or privies are filled and
capped, houses are renovated, and gardens
modified. At Morven a clear. relationship between architectural change and landscape alterations is already visible, but tighter dating of the
artifact assemblages is required before specific
landscape changes can be assigned to narrower
time ranges within the different generations of
households.
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greater horticultural status than one whose
plants died young: The importance of mature
trees is emphasized in Thomas Jefferson's 1793
(Betts 1981: 197) statement to his daughter:
"What I would not give that the trees planted
nearest round the house at Monticello were full
grown." Undoubtedly Richard and Annis Stockton shared Jefferson's desire for mature trees.
Gardens as Organizational Elements for Vistas

enjoyment, with the power of refusing that
others should share our pleasure" (Repton
1816: 233, quoted in Daniels 1988).
Visibility was of equal importance to families
living in the rural Chesapeake· countryside, as
witnessed by the careful placement of houses,
outbuildings, and terraces in the many plantations along the shores of the James River in Virginia. High land was culturally valued (cf. Forman's 1968 survey of Maryland mansions,
Waterman's discussion of]ames River plantations
[1950], and Smolek and Clark's 1982 archaeological study of southern Maryland site locations).
Implicit in the value of high lands among the
elite was the concept of a vista. In the late 17th
and early 18th centuries, the vistas were com. posed of formal elements such as parkland
plantings close to country mansions "with long .
vistas radiating from the country house [that] expressed a military sense of command" (Daniels.
.
1988: 45).
The historical precedent for vistas began with
land reclamation projects in 16th-century Venice,
Italy. Many of the men involved in land reclamation were individuals like Cristofaro Sorte who
also were involved with artistic representations
of landscape, two activities closely tied to geometry (Cosgrove 1988). Ac:, Cosgrove (1988: 256)
observed:

Gardens, of course, were attached to houses,
and hence the way a house was sited on its land
affected the placement and design -of its garden.
Houses embodied memories and stood for
families; their command of community space
was symbolic. Houses were metaphors expressing the rank of households by the vistas they
controlled and by their visibility in the community. For example, in Annapolis, Maryland, the
· Charles' Calvert house, located on a high
terraced level of a steep, sloping hillside above a
formal terraced garden, provided its occupants
with a panoramic vista of the town and of the
Chesapeake Bay. It was also a highly visible
element in the townscape, thereby denoting the
position of leadership the Calvert family held in
the Province of Maryland as relatives of Lord
Baltimore and as his official representatives
(Yentsch 1988a). The concept of elite status at
In late Renaissance Italy not only was geometry
the Calvert site was expressed through the
fundamental to practical activities like canography,
medium of the vista in two distinct ways. F_irst,
land survey, civil engineering, and architecture, but
there was the public dimension or view of the
it lay at the hean of a widely accepted neo-platonic
house and its garden that Annapolitans had from
cosmology and related esoteric and occult beliefs
their two waterside commercial activity <;:enters
and practices wbich found expr~ssion in the an of
and the one that visitors had entering Annapolis
the period. The speculative and the practical are
from the. Bay. These two related vistas were
often indissoluble in 16th-century culture. They are
open to the town and, indeed, this was a major
equally imponant in understanding the idea of Vereason for their existence: they were a means to
netian landscape at this time.
enhance the political power of the Calvert
family. Yentsch (1988d) describes the second Through the artistic incorporation of geometric
vista a5 a private one, by which she means that it principles into landscape design, the bounds of
was possible for the Calverts to offer or deny the Italian garden were visually expanded to inaccess to it because it was a view radiating out clude the surrounding land.
over the town and its waterfront from a central
The Italian practice quickly spread to England,
point within the garden. As Humphrey Repton where upper class Englishmen became highly
stated a century later, the power of such a conversant with the techniques for creating spaprivate vista rested on the fact that its basis was tial illusions in their gardens. Not only were vis"appropriation . .. . that charm which only tas of the nearby cultivated and natural countrybelongs to ownership, the exclUsive right of . side incorporated into the English garden
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landscape, but by the mid-18th century, the surrounding countryside itself was transformed to
satisfy the aesthetic requirement'> of "picturesque" landscaping (cf. Jacques 1983: 105;
Thacker 1979: 182 ff.). The surroundi~g countryside was conceived of in terms of its pictorial
impact, or as a series of scenic tableaux (Crook
1988) containing distinct visual units such as stationary elements like groves of trees or scenic
ruins, and dynamic elements-the people who
walked the countryside and even the livestock
that roamed acros.s it. Walpole, for example, actually raised herds of miniature sheep to graze
on the hillsides near his home. Their small size
increased the perception of depth in the vista
from his garden (Stuart 1979: 51).
In a 1771 essay on gardening, Walpole (1827)
urged the use of flocks and herds in the landscape as part of the vista, although he did not
reveal his own· clever use of miniature sheep.
This manipulation of the environment was deliberate and, through illusion, deceptively increased the acreage apparently belonging to an
estate. Thomas Whately (1770), in an influential
book on gardening, suggested the use of ridings,
as distinguished from common roads, around a
park "to extend the idea of a seat and appropriate a whole country to a mansion." Daniels
(1988) notes,· however, that picturesque landscaping also could be discreet and might include
nothing more than trimming branches to disclose a view or adding plantings in the distance
to improve a view.
Although most Americans did not adopt the
radical advice of English gardening philosophers
such as Horace Walpole, the colonists were
aware of the new theories, and gentlemen farmers among the wealthy utilized the art of illusion
to appropriate space.· There was a difference,
however, between American and English planting sryies noted by Thomas Jefferson: "it [America] is the country of all others where the noblest
gardens can be made without expense. We have
only to cut out the superabundant plants"
(quoted in Kimball1917: 184). Improvements in
farming techniques, a concern with agrarian
change, arid the corresponding literature were
particularly popular in the colonies during the
18th century (Isaac 19S7; Nygren and Robertson
1986). Working farms, such as the Stockton es-

. tate, blended the profits and pleasures of life in
a rural community.
· This blend produces in part the tension between form and function under study at Morven.
Barbara Paca (1987) first brought to the Museum's attention the fact that the 18th-century Mar-·
ven estate should be considered as a jerme
omee (i.e., a fancy or model farm). How this
could affect use of the land is best expressed by
Thomas Whately (1770: 160): "Though a farm
and a garden agree in many particulars connected with extent, yet in style they are the two
extremes. Both indeed are subjects of cultivation, but cultivation in the one is husbandry; and
in the other decoration: The former is appropriated to profit, the latter to pleasure: fields profusely ornamented do not retain the appearance
of a farm, and an apparent attention to produce,
obliterates the idea of a garden." Working outward from the house to define the use of land at
Morven revealed its decorative or, in Whately's
terins, pleasure gardens.
Topography and Richard Stockton's
18th-Century Vista

Although · the present property is much
· smaller than the original Stockton estate, the
most obvious feature on the original lot was and
still is the house. Richard Stockton sited his
home on a slight rise in the natural terrain. The
surrounding land was then shaped to accommodate the household-to provide access . to the
yard, to establish proprietary and visual boundaries to the yard, to drain it, to provide a place
for ornamental and edible plants, and to otherwise mold the land to suit its occupants.
How Richard Stockton created a northern
vista for his home came to light as excavation
revealed evidence of terracing in the soil pro. files of the north yard. There were ·also decorative and functional features included in the design of Morven's south yard. The first clues
concerning the ca. 1760 garden ·appeared in the
1987 trenches (FIG. 6). In the south yard, away
from the house, the trenches revealed little, but
in the far north yard Trench 3 picked up the
. edge of a wide set of 18th-century fieldstone
steps (see cover illustration) that outlined a
sharp drop in an earlier yard surface west of the
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Figure 6. Map of the site showing location of the 1987 .
trenches. The terrace fall line was first located in Trench 3
in the back yard and later confirmed by an additional
trench placed due west of the earlier trench. Drawing by
Paula Dardaris.

trench. Test units located the· eastern boundary
of the terrace, which aligns with the end wall of
the ca. 1760 east wing. Further excavation revealed that the terracing extended westWard for
100ft (30.4 m), ending at a point in line with the
. end wall of the ca. 1760 west wing.
Modern engineers' maps with topographic detail were provided to the Morven staff by Constance Greiff of Heritage Studies.Yentsch's analysis of these indicates that they suggest the
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presence of other, lower terraces (on the north
and also on the west side of the house where the
service buildings were and are located) whose
existence will be verified in future field seasons.
The map analysis also suggests that the width of
each terrace decreased as one moved away from
the house, i.e., that the original terracing was
widest near the house, gradually diminishing as
the garden stepped out into the landscape. This·
type of perspective is in keeping with the 18thcentury technique of making a garden appear
larger by establishing a vista from the widest terrace along an axis out into the landscape. The
vista from Morven, with its artificial terracing,
was extensive, overlooking two or more winding
streams and stretching across a valley towards
the distant Sourland Mountains.
Such a sophisticated approach to planning followed British precedent and suggests that the
designers of the garden gave careful thought to
the. proportions of the terraces comprising it.
While there is some suggestion that the garden
at Morven was more naturalistic than formal in
character, it would also appear that a proportional system was used as the basis of the garden
plan. In view of Barbara Paca's work on other
gardens in the mid-Atlantic, this suggests that the
mathematical ordering of gardens was of greater
importance to the gentleman architect of the
18th century than has been hitherto recognized.
In studying the garden's design elements at
Morven, other gardens are also used as a comparative base. l-J:ere, the careful and detailed archaeological study of the William Paca garden in
Annapolis, Maryland, undertaken by Historic An- .
napolis, Inc., has been invaluable. William Paca's
garden wa..<; contemporary with Richard Stockton's first garden at Morven; both were built in
the early 1760s. As far as is known, the William
Paca garden contained one of the first "wilderness" gardens built in America, yet this element was also terraced. At Morven, a particular
concern is the manner in which the terraces
were embellished to introduce naturalistic elements into the formal garden plan. These embellishments already are appearing as a series of
· garden features, but their analysis necessarily
awaits more complete excavation of the entire
garden, as the pattern visible at the moment is
fragmentary (FIG. 2).
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Figure 7. Illustration showing the construction of a 3:4:5
rectangle from a 3:4:5 triangle (from Paca 1988).

In a study begun in 1981, Paca-Steele and
Wright carried out a geometric analysis of the
William Paca garden based on a series of archaeological surveys by]. Glenn Little (1967). In reexamining the survey, they observed that the apparent loss of order in the garden expressed via
the wilderness features was compensated for by
an overall proportional grid based on a simple
geometric form, that ofthe 3:4:5 rectangle (FIG 7).
The 3:4:5 rectangle consists of two triangles,
each with an end of 3x, a side of 4x, and a hypotenuse of 5x. After inverting and flipping one
triangle, these two forms are joined at the hypotemise, thus creating a rectangle that has an 'end
of 3x and a side of _4.i. This particular type of
rectangle has long been regarded as an ideal
proportion by architects and architectural theoreticians. In Sebastian Serlio's First Book of Architecture (1551: 14-15), this proportion is illustrated as one that an . architect should use in
making plans and elevations of buildings (FIG s).
In Andrea Palladia's First Book of Architecture
(1693 English edn.), the reader is again provided
with a diagram of this same proportion, but Palladia additionally suggest'> this as an ideal proportion for determining the height of a wall (FIG
9). In other words, after laying out a plan that is
based on a given set of proportions, a person can
-then construct walls by projecting vertical planes
up from the plan, such as a 3:4:5 rectangle, or
construct terraces using the horizontal points
defined by the combination of the rectangles, as
shown in Figure 10.
·
In Paca-Steele and Wright's study of the
William Paca garden (Paca-Steele and Wright
1983, 1985, 1987), this proportion comprises the
main block of the house; its exact dimensions
are derived from the basic units of measurement

Figure 8. Drawing by Sebastian.Serlio (1551: 15) of
squares and rectangles to be used in the design of
buildings. The figure at the bottom is a 3:4:5 rectangle.

0

Figure 9. Illustration from Palladio (1693: 118) showing the
manner in which a 3:4:5 rectangle is used to determine the
height of a wall, given the breadth .of a room.

employed in 18th-century surveying: the 66-ft
(20.1-m} Gunter chain and its unit of division, a
rod or pole, 16~ ft (5 m) in length. The idealized proportions of the house are generated out
into the land'icape garden to create a powerful
illusion of magnificent scale (i.e., the image of a
property that rises above its boundaries-defined by a perimeter brick wall-to view out
over the rivers and Chesapeake Bay into a "borrowed" landscape). The geometric grid imposed
on the William Paca .garden determined placement of features such as the garden wall, buildings (an octagonal pavilion, a bath house, and a
spring house), pond, terrace falls, and the main
axis of the garden (FIG n). Possibly Palladia's ad-
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3

2

The main block of the house
Is a 3-4-5 rectangle.

3

4

Boundaries of other 3-4-5 IIICtangles establishes
the placement of terraces

5

Main axis of garden provides tor placement of
garden building

Figure 10. Illustration by Barbara Paca showing how a 3:4:5 rectangle is used to
construct a net of rectangles that then becomes a grid used to design a garden
·
and landscape surrounc!ing a home.

vice to use a 3:4:5 rectangle in designing eleva.tions was also applied to the vertical ordering of
this garden as well as used in its plan. In this
manner, the wilderness style of gardening then
Jashionable in Great Britain was integrated into
.the William Paca garden· with the restraint and
control necessary to the taming of the disorderly
Annapolis marshland/tidal estuary and brackish
pond interface that constituted the lower
reaches of Paca's garden site.
The research team has reasoned that if Stock·
ton used the same type of proportional measurements that William Paca used, the dimensions of
the original foundations for the main block and
its wings will serve as signposts directing them
to the locations of other garden elements. The
use of perspective and iilusion already known to
exist in the garden plan suggests the likelihood
_ of such a proportional system, and Barbara Paca
has worked out a tentative scheme for using it to
locate major garden features during the 1989
field season. The Stocktons may also have used
an iconographic program to organize their garden. In this literary approach to gardening, features such as statuary, planting, and/or garden
buildings are arranged to represent themes such
as the Golden Age. Until foundations of ca. 1760

garden structures are located and their overall
pattern on the land delineated, iconographic
analysis must be postponed.
·
The work related to the garden's topography,
its design, and its vista is similar to analysis done
at many historic sites, and the findings at Morven
are in accord with what colleagues in Annapolis
have found at Paca Garden (Paca 1981; Paca- Steele and Wright 1983, 1985, 1987), Ridour:Garden (Hopkins 1986), Tulip Hill (Barbara Paca,
personal communication, 1988), Wye Island
(Paca 1988; Coggin and Paca 1988), BordleyRandall (Yentsch 1988c), and the Carroll House
in Annapolis (Shackel 1987; Leone and Shackel
1989), and at the Carroll Mansion, Mount Clare,
in Baltimore, Maryland (Weber 1986, 1988; Weberet a!. 1989). This is not surprising, as wealthy
families formed a distinctive set in colonial society, one in which there was much written communication, social contact, and discourse among
members (Bushman 1984). Illustrated garden
books such as those by d'Argenville (1712), Hale
(1759), Hill (1759), Langley (1726), Miller
(1724),·and Switzer (1742) were in many libraries, and knowledge of garden design and plant
growth was augmented by visits to we!J known
gardens and by conversations with their owners
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old; a tree estimated at 205 years ·could be as
young as 155 years old).
Despite the relative quality of tree-ring dates,
the study of the trees has been extremely useful
because it directed attention toward areas of the
yard that are not giv~n prominence in the modern Morven landscape. Lockwood's results were
unexpected and indicate the deceptive way in
which past and present blend together on a continuously occupied site. Some of Morven's trees,
of course, look old and contribute significantly
to the aura of antiquity that has captivated the
imaginations of people visiting the house. Other
·
trees
looked much younger, but, like people,
Trees as Clues to Change in the Garden
trees grow at different rates and age in as varied
Miller's 1987 plant survey located trees that a manner as humans do.
might have been alive in the 19th century. As
even large trees can be transplanted, knowing Trees with Deceptive Appearances
the age of a tree does not establish when it was~
Among the old-looking trees· on the property
planted in its present location at Morven. Still, it
is a grove of Norway spruces as tall as 80-100 ft
was felt age estimates would be helpful. The
(24.3-30.4 m; represented by Sample No. 21 in
most accurate way to determin~ the age of a tree
TAB. 2). These, however, are actually quite young.
is to cut it down and then count its rings-the
Helen Hamilton Shields Stockton planted them
use of cores is less accurate but does not destroy
around the turn of this century when she atthe tree. Nonetheless, the results. of the coring
tempted to bring the old garden back to life
are suggestive.
through artful planting, the use of a 17th-century
Laurence Lockwood of Lockwood Associates
pattern of brickwork, and landscape alteration.
cored a selected group of 25 of the largest trees
What she hoped to hide was a partial use of the·
to estimate their life spans from ~tree~ ring·
yard as farmland by Samuel W. Sto<:kton, a
counts. One or two trees in any one grouping of
cousin who obtain~d the property from Commo~a single speCies (e.g., the Norway spruces, Picea
dore Stockton's children. The spruce trees were
abies) were cored. It is assumed that the other
not part of the original garden and separate the
trees in the group,~ being of similar height and
house from its vista. They represent a modern
girth, were planted around the same time.
way of linking status to dwellings through secluLockwood estimated the age of the trees by
sion (or distancing from the community). In to-.
inserting a 12-in (30.5-cm) coring device as far
day's world, a secluded, private house is more
into each tree as it would go. For many trees,
. prestigious than a highly visible (i.e., public)
only the outer rings were reachable. The
house. The spruce trees bear no relation to the
number of rings per inch on the outer cores
early garden features found below the surface,
was counted and calculation of the estimated
such as the slope of the first terrace, and actually
life span of the tree made based on the radius of
intrude upon earlier buried features: the 18ththe tree. Since most of the trees that were cored
century terrace slope, a mid-!9th-century access
are species that tend to have wider rings when
road, and an unidentified building.
they are young, the age estimates (TAB. 2) are, if
anything, too high, perhaps by as many as 10 to
50 ·years (Henry Michael, Museum Applied Trees in Oral Tradition
Science Center for Archaeology, personal communication, 1988). Further, the range of error Historical Precedent
increases with the age of the tree (i.e., a tree
Traditionally, old trees on family estates have
estimated at 75 years of age could be 65-75 years been associated with earlier generations, and
or gardeners. Plants were often the topic of the
day, and gentlemen "spent hours discussing the
shape and beauty of individual trees, as if they
were statues or horses'; (Thomas 1983: 213).
Given the focus of attention that garden plants
held, their usefulness in directing attention towards particular aesthetic elements of a garden,
or in creating a symbolic atmosphere for a garden, an important research question has been
whether or not any of the plants now alive at
Morven were old enough to have been part of
the 18th- or 19th-century gardens.
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Table 2. Approximate ages of selected trees. at Morven based on cores obtained and analyzed by Lockwood
·
Associates.

Common Name

Circumference
of Trunk

Approx.
Age

Norway Spruce
Tulip Tree
Sycamore
Hemlock
Magnolia
White Pine

30"
24"
26"
15"
26"·
30"

85
52
78
64
89
94

9
10

White Pine
Sycamore

21"
37"

65
124

11

12

Pin Oak·
Tulip Tree

28"
54"

81
130

13

Catalpa

36"

98

14

Sugar Maple

30"

95

15

Horse Chestnut

33".

202

16

Tulip Tree

32"

111

17
18
19

Sweet Buckeye
Paulownia
English Walnut

29"
34"
27"

183
139
91

20

Mulberry

38"

112

21
22
23
24
25

Norway Spruce
Tulip Tree
Sycamore
Tulip Tree
Hemlock

30"
30"
28"
29"
17"

75-85
84
70
42?
56

Sample

1
2
3
4
6
8

Household
Association*
Helen H.S. Stockton
Robert Wood Johnson
Helen H.S. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Samuel W. Stockton or
Helen H.S. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Samuel W. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Commodore Robert Field Stockton
or Samuel W. Stockton
Samuel W. Stockton or
Helen H.S. Stockton
Samuel W. Stockton or
Helen H.S. Stockton
Richard & Annis Stockton or
Richar.d Stockton ("The Duke")
Samuel W. Stockton or
Helen H.S. Stockton
Richard Stockton (''The Duke")
Commodore Robert Field Stockton
Samuel W. Stockton or
Helen H.S. Stockton
Samuel W. Stockton or
Helen H.S. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Helen H.S. Stockton
Governor Walter Edge
Robert Wood Johnson
or Governor Walter Edge

*The household associations shown take into account the possible error range of ca. 50 years for life spin estimates of trees obtained from
cores. The household associations are considered to be probable associations, although given the large number of trees linked with Helen'
Hamilton Shields Stockton it is likely that some of the trees shown as planted by either Samuel W. Stockton or Helen H.S. Stockton were most
likely also planted by Helen \for example, Sample 8). Locations of trees are shown in Figure 6. Source: Miller and Yentsch 1988.
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trees have been used as metaphors to describe life span began with the third generation of
individuals. Thomas (1983: 218) in his essay on Stocktons rather than with the first family that
''The Worship of Trees" notes that in 1673 the inhabited Morven.
English Earl of Warwick was spoken of as a
"princely cedar," a "spreading oak," and a "great Trees as Clues to Garden Features
tree cut down," and that a Mrs. Hemans wrote in
the 19th century of England's stately homes as The Horse Chestnuts and Chestnut Walk
standing amidst "tall ancestral trees." The use of
trees as evocative symbols of the past can be
In contrast to Helen Hamilton Shields Stockseen in this country especially ~ith reference to ton's spruce trees, some trees do not show their
trees in various communities denoted as age. These include one horse chestnut in the
"Liberty Trees." Davies (1988: 34) writes that a west yard (behind the outbuildings) and two in
tree is an apt historical marker because it stands, the east yard originally within the property
"both literally and metaphorically, as a living en- bounds, but now outside the fenced yard on
tity spanning many human generations." At Mor- · land owned by the State and Borough of Princeven· trees have also become historical markers, ton. In her plant survey, Miller no'ted that the
among them a horse chestnut known in the 19th horse chestnuts on the Borough property were
century as the "patriarch tree" (Faris 1932: 257). aligned with the front of the house, and added
them to the list of trees to be cored.
Oral tradition, retold by Lathrop, states that
Morven's Ancestral Tulip Tree
two French Huguenot emigres,- Samuel and
· Today, the tree that looks most stately and old Lewis Pintard, "brought with them chestnuts
is a tall, wide-girthed tulip tree (Liriodendron from a famous tree in the courtyard of the old
tulipifera, Sample No. 12 in TAB. 2). Its symbolism fortress chateau of Loche-sur-Inde, Touraine"
in the oral tradition surrounding Morven also (Lathrop 1927: 367) and gave them to Richard
evokes the past. According to local history, the and Annis Stockton while the brothers were
tulip tree is one of two that Richard Stockton and courting Stockton's tWo younger sisters. Samuel
his wife Annis planted at the entrance to their lot and Lewis Pintard married· Abigail and Susanna
when they were married (Bill1954: 21; see also Stockton on May 23, 1770. Bill (1954: 21) writes
Bill et a!. 1978). Oral tradition elsewhere that the Pintards' gift provided the stock for a
throughout the mid-Atlantic and New England chestnut walk planted by Richard and Ail.nis
regions records that in colonial times newly- Stockton that ran from Bayard Lane to Library .
weds planted tulip trees near major entrance- Place "like the road from London to Hampton
ways to their homes. Certainly some couples did Court, which separated Pope's villa from his
so, modifying the English custom of planting a garden." Undoubtedly much of this is fanciful
tree at the birth of a child or death of a man.
conjecture; the Pintard brothers were born in
Whether or not trees were actually planted in New Rochelle and were of French descent, not
association with these major social everits in recent emigres (Wanda Gunning, personal com18th-century American family life cycles, the oral munication, 1988).
tradition that local people attach to old trees is a
By the early 17th century, long avenues of
way of collapsing generational distance, pulling trees such as limes, elms, or horse chestnuts
townspeople closer to an earlier point in their leading to a great house were a means of creathistory. Looking at the tulip tree at Morven and ing and controlling a vista that had "become a
touching it, the Stocktons and their ·Princeton recognized aristocratic symbol" (Thomas 1983:
neighbors felt a connection between pre-Revo- 207). Throughout the 18th century trees were
lutionary Princeton and their own eras. The tree used to disguise lot boundaries or to display the
bridges time. Yet, although the Morven tulip tree · extent of one's land holdings. They were an esis old, the coring revealed that it was planted in sential part of the architectural setting for a
the mid-19th century by someone in Commo- home. The Stockton house faced the King's
dore Stockton's household and not earlier. Its Highway (now known as Stockton Street) on the
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Figure 12. Detail from an Hi52 survey of Princeton by john Bevan. Redrawn from
an original lithograph on file at the Firestone Library, Princeton University.

western side of the town of Princeton; its lands
were bounded on the east by Patterson Street
(now known as Bayard Lane), and people approached the house from the town via Nassau
Street, which interse'cted with both Stockton
Street and Bayard Lane. A reasonably accurate
1852 town map (FIG. 12) and an 1881 sketch map
of the garden give the location of the horse
chestnut w~lk, supposedly copied from a treelined walk in Alexander Pope's landscape garden
at Twickenham. The distance from Bayard Lane
to the front door of the house along its routewas
600 ft (182.4 m), whereas the distance from the
house to Stockton Street used by the modern
access route is only 250 ft (76 m). Hence, if old,
the walk might be said to have· been designed
with the intent to enhance social distance by extending the length of the Stockton property that
one traversed before reaching. the entrance as
well as by marking the distance with lofty, imposing trees.
It 'was unexpected to find that the age of the
three horse chestnuts at Morven falls in the range
of 200 years old. The experts who did the coring

knew nothing of the purported age of the horse
chestnut walk· in oral tradition. They did not
even know what the archaeologists knew-'namely that the walk appeared on 19th-century
maps in a line with two of the trees. Yet even
200-year-old trees would not have been alive in
1770 when the ]intard brothers married the
Stockton sisters. Instead the trees are evidence
of gardening by the second generation of Stocktons.
Still, the age of the horse chestnuts caused the
archaeological team to place an excavation unit
in line with the trees as soon .as the 1988 field
season opened. This unit revealed two substantial garden walkways. The first was an early 20thcentury brick walk from Stockton Street that cut
into a wider, older walk. The 20th-century walk
was 1-2 in (2.5-5.1 em) below the surface; the
surface of the older walk lay at a depth of 6-8 in
(15.2-20.3 em) below grade (216.29 ft [65.8 m]
ASL). It was flanked by garden beds measuring
1~ ft (.5 m) wide: Both walks directed people
to the library entrance in the East Wing, where
Commodore Stockton had his office. Composed
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Figure 13. Stratigraphic sequence for units 146, 168, and 171 in front of the East Wing at Morven showing Commodore
Robert Field Stockton's chestnut walk (ca. 1850) and adjacent garden beds overlying the earlier fieldstone walk associated
with Richard and Annis Stockton (ca. 1770-80). A tree hole to the north abuts the earliest walkway. Drawing by Conrad
M. Goodwin.

of a layer of finely crushed gravel, with mica
chips for sparkle, and laid on a bed of broken
chunks of recycled cut stone (the matrix of the
bedding material also produced small quantities
of 19th-century white wares), the second walk
was a major garden feature in the mid-19th century.
Buried underneath the 19th-century walk, at a
level of 215~ ft (65.5 m) ASL, was an even older,
slightly curving walk that lay on the 18th-century
yard surface (FIG. 13). The oldest walk is not as
grand as its 19th-century replacement: it is narrow and made of local fieldstone. It does not
direct visitors to the East Wing, but instead
curves southward towards a larger, broader
fieldstone feature whose form and function are
still unknown. As shown in Figure 13, the walk
was abutted by at least one deep planting hole
for a tree or shrub. This plant wa'i either already
alive when Richard and Annis built their home,
or it was planted shortly thereafter. Its planting
date is established by the surrounding stratigraphy and by refuse containing bits of creamware
plates placed in its planting hole ca. 1780.
Whether the planting hole and the ac;sociated
walk are the remains of the earliest horse chestnut walk may never be known, but it should be

noted that their existence does span the years
( ca.1768-70) when the Pintard brothers were
courting Richard Stockton's sisters.
Thus far the archaeological evidence that has
been presented has focused on the analysis of
space and on physical features that divided space
within the garden. Broadly speaking, the concern has been with large elements that would
help define the garden's design. The analysis has
enabled the New Jersey State Museum to recover
fragmentary sections of Morven's earlier gardens
and will provide a basis for deciding what to
restore and what to emphasize when Morven
opens as a full-fledged museum in the 1990s. To
have an equally valid basis for recreating the
18th- and 19th-century garden beds, more information about Morven's floral history is required.
Phytoliths hold the most potential for providing
information on the plants that once grew at Morven.
Phytoliths and Morven's Floral History
The existence of phytoliths has been recognized since the mid-19th century. Ehrenberg .
(1854) first classified them from dust samples
aboard Darwin's vessel, the HMS Beagle .. They
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are silica bodies (also known as plarlt opal) that
are incorporated into many plant tissues. Rovner
(1989) describes them as "decay-in-place plant
residue." Although not universally formed in all
higher plants, many families and genera of plants
produce phytoliths in distinctive morphologies
(Piperno 1987). Ecologists used phytoliths in
studies of environmental history before archaeobotanists began their own systematic investigation of these plant remains in the 1970s. Over
the last decade phytolith analysis has been established as an integral part of prehistoric studies,
although much basic research on phytolith production, taxonomy, and interpretation is still re:
quired (Piperno 1987).
Phytolith analysis comes as a very recent addition to the paleoethnobotanical arsenal in historical archaeology. To date, work at historical
sites has included the identification of field
crops at Monticello in Virginia (Rovner 1988),
the identification of Festucoid grass phytoliths at
the Moravian gardens in Bethabara, North Carolina (Irwin Rovner, personal communication,
1988), and, through the analysis ofphytolith degradation, the interpretation of land use history of
the backlot of the Kirk Street Agents' House in
Lowell, Massachusetts (Fisher 1987; Fisher and
Kelso 1987). One other garden site where phytoliths have been studied is at Bacon's Castle on
the lower James River in Tidewater, Virginia
(Luccketti 1989). Like Morven and Bethabara, the
samples from Bacon's Castle contained heavy
concentrations of phytoliths, and non-grass categories are well represented. Until a modern·
collection is made and species-specific phytoliths identified for Tidewater, Virginia (a study
underway by Irwin Rovner and the Garden
Clubs of Virginia), however, few identifications
can be made.
Because phytoliths are identified based on the
morphological form of comparative material
procured from living plants, the thrust of the
1987-88 phytolith study at Morven was (1) to determine whether phytoliths were present in soil
samples in sufficient quantities to warrant further analysis; and (2) to obtain the necessary
comparative · materials from modern plant
sources in the mid-Atlantic region to build a
comparative _reference collection. This collection is now housed at the University of Pennsyl-

vania's Museum Applied Science Center for Archaeology in Philadelphia where it is available
for use by scholars.
Soil samples for the phytolith study were
taken in and around excavated planting holes
and garden beds. In addition, a series of samples
was taken from the sidewall of the excavation
unit over the terrace slope. Finally, the staff routinely removed about cup of soil from the flotation samples to provide general coverage and
control samples for the site. The patterns of phytolith distribution indicate primary deposition of
most plants rather than intrusive occurrences.
For example, samples from garden beds and
planting holes are phytolith rich, while soils
taken adjacent to such contexts are phytolith
poor or devoid of phytoliths.
Preliminary results indicate that phytoliths are
present in abundance in many samples. Plant
groups identified include the Gramineae
(grasses), Cyperaceae (sedges), Compositae,
ferns, squash (Citcurbita spp.), and a large number of arboreal and. herbaceous forms that have·
not yet been identified (although analysis is underway now that the modern phytolith collection is complete). The vast majority (over 90%)"
of the grass phytoliths were from the Festucoid
sub-family, which includes such genera as Poa
and Festuca. These are common lawn grasses in
the New Jersey region. Other Gramineae phytoliths belong to the Chloridoid and Panicoid subfamilies, which include genera like Panicum
and Chloris, and are likely to have been weeds as
opposed to planted grasses. Festucoid phytoliths
occurred in abundance both in planting holes.
and garden beds, and Piperno believes these can
eventually be identified to the genus level.
Because phytoliths persist in the soil after the
decay of contributing plants and have a narrow
dispersal range, information from their analysis
will help to distinguish different uses of space on
the basis of variation in plant cover. Phytolith
distribution could help differentiate former
lawns from non-lawn areas, ornamental from
kitchen gardens, orchards . from_ vineyards, or
service areas from decorative areas. For example, squash phytoliths were recovered near the
north central entrance to the house from a garden bed that has been tentatively dated to_ the
· late 19th-century occupation of Colonel Samuel

a
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W. Stockton, a Princeton farmer. Comments
·about the estate by descendants of Helen Hamilton Shields Stockton suggest that Samuel did not
fully maintain the formal or decorative . gardens-a state of affairs also suggested by the
presence of squash phytoliths (i.e., kitchengarden plants) in late 19th-century deposits in an
area of the site that wa5 originally part of the
ornamental garden. The existence of a "plow
zone" stratigraphic layer in nearby sectors of the
ornamental garden also indicates a functional
use of the north yard during the late 19th cen_tury.
Another illustration of how variation in phytolith distribution provides information about activity areas within the yard comes from .the analysis of the 1987 samples from the kitchen
courtyard area-,-an area of the site peripheral to
the 19th-century garden. These samples contained the fewest lawn-type grasses of any from
the site, indicating a heavy foot traffic in this area.
At the same time, the plant remains from a feature sampled in the courtyard area included
·many diatoms (Bacillariophyta; or microscopic
single-celled plants) and sponge spicules (siliceous skeletal material produced by organisms
known as Porifera). These are characteristically
found where the soil is well-watered and poorly
drained. Since the feature was located less than
10ft (3 m) east of a well and 5-7ft (1.5-2.1 m)
south of an ice house, there was ample opportunity for water to accumulate; drainage was inhibited by the presence of the brick well shaft
-and by the heavy clay concentration in the soil.
In the testing program, arboreal phytoliths occurred almost exclusively iri planting holes
whose depth and placement suggest they once
contained trees. Only one set of elm phytoliths
has been identified thus far, but it should be
possiqle to make precise identifications of many
more of the trees upon expansion of the modern comparative collection, providing a good
picture of the kinds of trees that were planted
and their locations in the yard. These data, combined with the inventory of extant trees and their
ages, will permit the research team to map and
chart the botanical changes · to the yar'd over
time. It is likely that the trees believed to line the
· various walkways located archaeologically will
have left distinctive phytoliths in or around their
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planting holes, and these should reveal whether
a series of elms, catalpas, cherry trees, horse
chestnuts, or other trees, lined a given walkway.
It should be noted that the removal of uprooted trees or dead tree stumps from a garden
leaves large holes, often quite deep, which must
be filled to maintain a level ground surface. At
Morven, such holes were filled with a variety of
inorganic and organic debris, .including grass
clippings. Thus it is not expected that any given
planting hole will contain phytoliths from a single species; rather the relative proportions of the
identified plants will provide the basis for associating a given species of plant with a tree-hole.
In this the control samples and the depth samples within the feature provide cru_cial com par-_
ative data. With this information in hand, the
New Jersey State Museum can decide whether or
not to recreate some of the 18th-century -plantings and to partially restore the original garden's
plant holdings.
Because phytoliths are not uniformly produced throughout the plant kingdom, however,
and because some are better silica accumulators
than others (Piperno 1987: 19), the absence of
phytoliths for some kinds of plants that may have
been grown at Morven cannot be taken as
across-the-board evidence that they were not.
The use of phytolith evidence must still- be interwoven with the information available from
more traditional historical sources before Morven's floral history can be fully understood ..
Conclusion
The first phase of excavation at Morven was
designed to test the potential for archaeological
study of the earlier landscape in all its guises.
Included in this research was intensive botanical ·
analysis using a variety of archaeobotanical techniques integrated within an ethnobotanical
framework. The results to date are promising
and suggest that intensive study of plant remains
from historical sites has the potential to further
refine our understanding of the different ways -technological and ideological-in which the
natural world was .utilized by people of the past.
The botanical information will be integrated
with information on the garden's design obtained from plotting a'nd dating the different gar-
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den features. At present these features include require the patience of ]ob. Likely some of the
one set of terrace steps, a terrace fall line, six garden plants, especially the trees, planted by
garden walks, a brick carriageway, a cobblestone Richard Stockton in the 1760s had not reached
road, a cobblestone forecourt, half a dozen tree maturity in 1781 when he died at the age of 50.
holes, several planting beds, and possibly. a Like the State House yard in Philadelphia, depond. None of these landscape elements by itself scribed by Manesseh Cutler in 1787, Stockton's
is particularly informative. Each still must be re- garden in the last year of his life also awaited
lated to the others in time and in space before "that air of grandeur which time will give it"
the garden plan will emerge. Still, there is direct (Cutler and Cutler 1888a: 147).
evidence of these features below ground. Hence
Given the life expectancy of most 18th-century
this phase of the study, like the botanical analy- Americans, clearly the gardens that adult men
sis, focuses on tangible cultural remains.
created could not have been expected to reach
Evidence of the garden's vista is less tangible their maturity within a single generation, and
and has to be inferred from collateral informa- thus generational or familial continuity was built
tion: USGS topographic maps depict the topog- into the concept of any extensive ornamental
raphy in a widespread area surrounding the site; garden and its associated kitchen gardens, vinepresent-day vistas of or toward the Sourland yards, and orchards. Associated with the idea of
Mountains suggest the depth of visibility that family or generational continuity is the concept
once existed. Modern growth has· obscured of family immortality. Families were immortalmuch of this from the vantage of present-day ized through the presentation of the household's
Princeton, for as late as the 1970s forests covered timeless "self' (i.e., its garden-an intrinsically
at least ·15% more of the county's land than in beautiful framework for presentation that inte- .
1899 (Robichaud and Buell 1983). But 18th-cen- grated cultural practice with natural material).
tury pictorial information on rural countrysides John Worlidge (1669: 72) presents this point of
and information on 18th-century agricultural till- view as a rhetorical question: "What can be more
age and grazing allows one to infer to a reason- pleasant than to have the bounds and limits of
able degree the earlier appearance of the land, . your own property preserved and continued
especially when coupled with descriptions of· from age to age by the testimony of ... living and
farmsteads such as the 1787 one of Colonel growing witnesses?"
George Morgan's Princeton farm which suggest
The quality and quantity of a family's plants
well-cleared land: "His house . . . stands in a and animals provided material testaments to the ·
situation whkh commands a complete view of status of families living in the countryside. A'>
his whole farm, consisting of about 200 acres" . living and growing wftnesses, plants and beasts
(Cutler and Cutler 1888a: 246).
were encompassed within and defined each [amTrying to retrieve information on the vista that · ily's domains of production arid consumption.
surrounded the Stockton house leads directly to ·. An elite household's position in the rural society
a consideration of the aesthetic qualities of the was derived from its ability to successfully comhouse and lands and to the way in which the bine husbandry and decoration; profit and plea.Stocktons blended natural elements with cui- sure. It organized its landscape based on aestural elements to create an estate for future gen- thetic needs but also used its lands, plants, and
erations. Despite its high cultural value, the fu- animals as a source of income.
Without the care of a gardener, a garden disture of the ornamental gardens was always
uncertain. This point must be stressed, for it is integrates, returning to a wilder, more natural
possible, with much labor, to carve garden lands state. This occurs quickly no matter how longinto a variety of forms in a relatively short period lived the garden or how many years have passed · ·
of time. It is much more difficult to grow and since the first cultivation of its constituent plants.
maintain the plants, shrubs, and trees whose ex- The nurture required to maintain a garden is
istence gives· a garden its aesthetic appearance, constant, as are the duties and obligations of inpersonality, and life. Constant care is required; dividual family members, male and female, who
and some plants, like the hors·e· chestnut trees, nurture a household. As an extended spatial do-
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main of the home, or outdoor assembly room,
an ornamental garden was an extension of a
house and, as such, it symbolized the continued
existence of the household in much the same
manner as the fabric of a house itself suggested
the strength and generational continuiry of the
family who lived within (Yentsch 1988b).
Preliminary results of the archaeological study
at Morven indicate that the remains of its gardens still survive below ground. Landscape archaeology, when combined with sophisticated
archaeobotanical analysis and ethnobotanical research, should be highly successful in recovering sufficient information about the gardens to
permit restoration and recreation by the New
jersey State Museum of these different yet intertwined elements of the earlier land'icape. The
key is the labor-consuming process of integrating the slow and painstaking field techniques
that produce detailed stratigraphic sequences
concurrently with extensive open-area excavations required to reveal the horizontal patterning of a garden, and then meshing these results
with ethnographic and botanical information.
The possibiliry of recovering the outlines of an
. ornamental garden as beautiful as those described by Rev. Manesseh Cutler adds impetus to
the archaeological study of Morven. Cutler wrote
evocatively of late 18th-century pleasure gardens
in the mid-Atlantic,. describing gardens with
"pleasure grounds ... formed into walks, in every direction, with borders of flowering shrubs
and trees. Between are lawns of green grass, frequently mowed to make them convenient for
walking, and at different distances numerous
copses of native trees, interspersed with artificial
groves, which are of trees collected from all
parts of the world" (Cutler and Cutler 1888b:
145). Yet historical records, in less evocative language, also tell of the working gardens that provided households with sustenance and cash or
credit incomes. Gardens for display and gardens
of pleasure, working orchards, vegetable gardens, and fields of grain existed at Morven and
were altered over time by successive generations of Stocktons, by their slaves, servants, and
paid laborers. Each rype of garden and each
phase in its development has itS own history and
story to tell-all have refevance in presenting
New jersey's history. The tension over time be-
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tween these two kinds of land use, situated side
by side on a single plot of land, is what the museum seeks to recover, explore, and present to
the public through the archaeological definition
of Morven's earlier landscapes.
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